
 

Round 1: Daniel 
 
1) This politician poked fun at bloodthirsty volunteers by joking at a dinner that he “might yet 
be able to capture or slay a Mexican,” though he had to eat those words when his son of the 
same name was killed at Buena Vista. After this “Sage of Ashland” received fewer votes than 
stroke victim William Crawford in one election, he helped the House pick John Quincy Adams 
as president, mainly because of Adams’ friendliness toward his American System. For ten 
points, name this longtime Kentucky statesman who opposed Andrew Jackson as a Whig. 
ANSWER: Henry Clay Sr. (accept Prince Hal) 
 
2) A man reaching for a glass of water in this film is believed to have been pointing at a 
painting of a lamb being fed milk, and another man is later told, “you’re not even a person, 
you’re a testicle!” by one character. That character in this film also writes a speech about 
“170 million orphaned cubs” and is punched by another who then walks off to “represent the 
entire Red Army at the buffet.”  For ten points, name this movie starring Jeffrey Tambor and Steve 
Buscemi as Politburo members scheming to control the Soviet Union after the title event. 
ANSWER: The Death of Stalin  
 
3) OPG and RANK ligand are proteins that control the breakdown of this tissue, which comes 
in cortical and trabecular varieties.  Volkmann’s canals appear in this tissue that was studied 
by Clopton Havers, who names another canal in it, and this tissue is strengthened by the 
binding of its matrix to hydroxyapatite, a salt of calcium. Another kind of tissue that is usually 
surrounded by this tissue is responsible for hematopoiesis, or the creation of blood cells. For 
ten points, name these anatomical structures that make up your skeleton. 
ANSWER: spooky scary skeletal tissue (accept bones, don’t accept bone marrow, though)  
 
4) Dietrich Flade was an elite judge executed as one of hundreds of these people in Trier, a 
city which saw similar events as at Bamberg and Wurzburg. A book written by Heinrich 
Kramer called the Hammer of [these people] was used for hundreds of years as a handbook 
for identifying them. A slave woman named Tituba was accused of being one of these people 
and of leading many other girls in the town into this lifestyle. For ten points, name these spooky 
people who consort with the Devil and were fanatically hunted in incidents like that at Salem. 
ANSWER: witches (accept equivalents) 
 
5) In one painting, this person is told that soon he’ll “have all New York clamoring for his 
work;” that painting is called “Masterpiece.” Another painting addressed to this person, a 
name the artist said “sounded heroic,” shows a blonde woman in a blue dress telling him “I 
know how you must feel” and was painted in the artist’s Pop Art style with Ben-Day dots. For 



 

ten points, name this guy that a Roy Lichtenstein-painted Drowning Girl would rather sink than call 
for help. 
ANSWER: Brad  
 
6) In his first appearance, this secret agent cracks a safe hidden behind a painting in the 
office of a Grande Fromagio on the island of Acidophilus, outside of which a local asks him if 
he wants to see his tattoo. This agent’s adversary, the owner of the N.O.G. corporation, plans 
to frame rival producers for a major terror attack and then replace them in the dairy business. 
Artemis J. Bigpig plays Go Fish against this agent, who receives support from Professor 
Quack and Monkey Penny. For ten points, name this Humongous Entertainment version of James 
Bond in a game titled for him “in Dry Cereal.” 
ANSWER: Spy Fox 
 
7) On October 31, 1868, Alexander Randall approved the first standard uniform for these 
people in the US. One person with this profession, Ferdinand Cheval, built an “Ideal Palace” 
combining Hindu and Swiss architecture out of stones he picked up on the job. Another man 
with this profession, Joseph M. Harris, dressed up as a ninja to kill a former boss with a 
sword and then shot up his workplace, one of a series of incidents that gave rise to the 
phrase “going” like this profession.  Seinfeld’s Newman has, for ten points, what job that many 
dogs hate, which involves delivering things? 
ANSWER: postal carriers (accept mailmen and equivalents) 
 
8) A December 2008 incident saw Ned Rhyerson end a police chase by crashing into this 
store and taking its employees hostage, and a rival location of the same chain was nearly 
destroyed by a hacked Predator drone.  This company, founded by Moses Finkelstein, 
competes with Large Mart and maintains several red and white Toyota Matrixes as service 
vehicles for its “Nerd Herd” techs.  For ten points, name this fictional electronics store in Burbank 
where Chuck Bartowski works. 
ANSWER: Buy-More (accept Chuck before “this store” is mentioned, accept Buymoria. Hannah 
also likes the show, so penalize her for not powering if she’s there.) 
 
9) One song by this band begins with “If it’s good to complicate, then both of us are doing 
fine” and gets to the refrain “even diamonds start as coal,” though another of this band’s 
songs says “a thousand ships couldn’t sail me back from distress.” Those songs were from 
this band’s album Light Grenades along with “Anna Molly,” and a few lyrics from more 
popular songs include “and sometimes it’s a good hurt” and “lately I’ve been thinking of 
combustication.” For ten points, name this rock band behind the songs “Love Hurts,” “Pardon Me,” 
and “Drive.” 



 

ANSWER: Incubus  
 
10 This character gives a copy of À rebours, which is merely described as a yellow book, to 
the protagonist of the novel he appears in, who in another instance accuses this man of 
being willing to “sacrifice anybody for the sake of an epigram.” This character claims that 
crime is the poor’s equivalent of art and that “the only way to get rid of a temptation is to 
yield to it,” and the author described this character as “what the world thinks of me” in 
contrasting him with the artist Basil Hallward. For ten points, name this hedonistic mentor of 
Dorian Gray. 
ANSWER: Lord Henry Wotton (accept Harry as a nickname) (I didn’t realize until now that I had two 
Henries. Whatever.)  
 
11) In Maori mythology, the Ponaturi hang some of these objects in their house, which their 
owner’s son Tawhaki retrieves, and the fisherman Demarmenus recovered one of these 
objects that had sunk en route to Troy and had originally belonged to Pelops. The fastest 
man in Norse mythology, Thjalfi, had to become Thor’s servant after laming one of his 
conditionally-immortal goats by damaging one of these objects, which Deucalion and Pyrrha 
were instructed to throw behind them. For ten points, name these body parts, used by Shang 
oracles, that are often the last remnants of a human body. 
ANSWER: bones (anyone complaining about a repeat needs to remove his own skeleton) 
 
12) The octogenarian Diana Smart, who made equipment for this sport, was warned by police 
in 2013 that she could be held liable for any injury sustained in it, and Chris Anderson holds 
the most recorded wins in this sport, breaking the record in May of this year. 1997 saw 
thirty-three people hospitalized for injuries from this sporting event, which takes place 
annually at Cooper’s Hill using a Double Gloucester variety of a namesake product. For ten 
points, name this strange English sport in which competitors chase a round of dairy down a hill. 
ANSWER: cheese-rolling  

 
 
 
 
 
Round 2: Messick 
 
In one scene, this man arrives at a bridge where he witnesses a woman attempt to commit suicide and 
becomes disgusted at the thought that he had come to do the same. Later, this character dreams of himself as 
a child seeing a mare being beaten to death by a crowd of drunkards at his grandmother’s requiem. This man 
counts “exactly seven hundred and thirty paces” to the house of a woman against whom he later commits the 



 

title action, Alyona Ivanovna. For 10 points, name this poverty stricken ex-law student, the central character of 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment. 
ANSWER: Rodion Romanovich Raskolnikov (accept any underlined part, also accept Rodya) 
 
These objects were first predicted by John Michell and Pierre-Simon Laplace, though their modern 
characterization came from the first solution to Einstein’s field equations. One of these known as Sagittarius 
A* (A-Star) exists in the center of the Milky Way. Hawking radiation is theorized to be emitted from these 
entities with a similar spectrum to thermal radiation. The Schwarzschild radius describes the outer limit of 
causality for these objects, also known as the event horizon. For 10 points, name these stellar remnants of very 
massive stars, regions of space from which not even light can escape. 
ANSWER: Black Holes 
 
This weapon was originally designed to be chainsaw-like, but the idea was rejected for its violent connotation. 
The predecessor of these weapons was split into twenty pieces as the result of an eponymous war, which was 
predicted by the Book of Prophecies. There are six known masters of this weapon including Eraqus, Aqua, 
and Yen Sid. Each of these weapons has unique powers and many, such as Crabclaw and Pumpkinhead, can 
be found in their respective worlds. For 10 points name this type of weapon wielded by Sora and company, the 
central weapon of the Kingdom Hearts franchise. 
ANSWER: Keyblade(s) 
 
One person born with this surname is the mother of actor Jason Schwartzman. One man born with this 
surname made his film debut in Fast Times at Ridgemont High but won a Best Actor Oscar for his role in 
Leaving Las Vegas after changing his last name. One woman with this surname is now famous for directing 
Lost in Translation and Marie Antoinette but is often blamed for ruining the third installment in a franchise 
directed by her father centered around the Corleone family. For 10 points, what surname is shared by Roman, 
Sofia and director of the Godfather trilogy, Francis Ford? 
ANSWER: Coppola (do NOT accept or prompt on Cage or Shire) 
 
The ending of this section of a larger work was changed slightly by Colin Matthews in 2000 to lead into an 
addition that was retracted in 2006. This work was marked sempre pianissimo and was the only section 
originally scored for organ, since the composer felt the piano couldn’t represent the mysterious nature of the 
title entity. Its ending included an effect that was achieved by having a chorus from St. Paul’s Girls’ School in 
an adjoining room and “slowly and silently” closing the door. For 10 points, name this work, the last section of 
Gustav Holst’s The Planets. 
ANSWER: Neptune: The Mystic 
 
Jean-Michel Basquiat’s Untitled (1982) depicts a black one of these items surrounded by graffiti. John 
LeKay’s Spiritus Callidus #2 is said to have inspired a Damien Hirst sculpture depicting a platinum cast one 
of these with 8,601 diamonds titled For the Love of God. Several catholic saints are typically depicted with 
these things, most notably, Saint Francis of Assissi and Saint Jerome. For 10 points, name these human remains 
that appears in Hans Holbein’s The Ambassadors as well as with a burning cigarette in a painting by Vincent Van 
Gogh. 
ANSWER: Human Skull (prompt on bones, skeleton, or head) 
 



 

This man’s first appearance in film was in 1917’s The Colonel under the name Arisztid Olt. Silent footage of 
this man appears in Plan 9 from Outer Space. After leaving his home country, this actor changed his last name 
in honor of his birth-town. This actor appeared alongside Boris Karloff in The Black Cat, The Raven, and Son 
of Frankenstein, leading them to be central figures in early horror cinema. For 10 points, name this 
Hungarian-American actor most famous for starring as the title character in the 1931 screen adaptation of Bram 
Stoker’s Dracula. 
ANSWER: Bela Lugosi (or Béla Ferenc Dezső Blaskó) 
 
In the pilot episode of a series with this word in the title, the title character joins Section 13 to stop the Dark 
Hand. In one scene from another show with this word in the title, the title character’s father claims to have 
had his life changed by sitting on a banana. Another show with this word in its title is famous for 
freeze-framing and playing “Roundabout” by Yes. In one episode of another series with this word, a 
character balances atop a beach ball and repeats his own name. For 10 points, what word appears alongside 
“Time” in the title of a show starring Finn and Jake? 
ANSWER: Adventure (accept specific examples that include “Adventure”, like “Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure” or 
“Adventure Time”) 
 
The “outtakes and extras” from this album were collected and released in 2006 as The Avalanche. One song 
on this album tells the story of a young man whose girlfriend dies of cancer on the title holiday on March 1st. 
This album’s artwork faced controversy for its depiction of Superman that was covered, removed, then later 
replaced by balloons. Another song from this album takes a sympathetic approach to John Wayne Gacy Jr. 
while the title track mentions the ghost of Carl Sandburg. For 10 points, name this 2005 album by Sufjan 
Stevens, the second in a series about U.S. States. 
ANSWER: Sufjan Stevens invites you to: Come on feel the Illinoise (or Illinois, accept any portion of the longer title 
containing Illinoise/Illinois) 
 
Moliere’s The Misanthrope premiered in this year Théâtre du Palais-Royal in Paris. This year was 
independently called an Annus Mirabilis for England’s perseverance through a difficult year in a poem by 
John Dryden and for Isaac Newton’s revolutions in calculus, motion, optics, and gravity. Though this year 
saw the destruction of the Swedish town of Piteå in a fire, a more infamous fire broke two months later on 
Pudding Lane. For ten points, name this year that saw the St. James’ Day Battle and the Great Fire of London. 
ANSWER: 1666 
 
In Polynesian mythology, an attempt by a god of this role to gain immortality causes him to be the first being 
to die. Another figure of this type was a central character in the stories of Uncle Remus, later included in 
Disney’s Song of the South and Splash Mountain. Several deities of this type are depicted as spiders including 
Iktomi in Lakota mythology and Anansi in Ashanti Folklore. For 10 points, name this type of mythological 
figure of10 known for their wit and mischief, exemplified by Prometheus, Maui, and Loki. 
ANSWER: Trickster God/Figure(s) 
 
Behind one store in this location, music students are instructed to bring their instruments to the “crumbled, 
ashy shall of where [the owner’s] shop once was”. One resident of this location owns Dark Owl Records and 
listens to hopcore music. The longest surviving intern at a certain establishment in this town becomes mayor 
despite not running. The two candidates from that race were the Faceless Old Woman that secretly lives in 



 

your home and literal five-headed dragon Hiram McDaniels. For 10 points, name this desert town home to their 
namesake community radio station hosted by Cecil Palmer. 
ANSWER: Night Vale 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 3 
 

1) This person was the largest private donor to the 2014 Ebola crisis and this person 
founded the Museum of Pop Culture, which houses “Sky Church,” which largely 



 

serves as a memorial to Jimi Hendrix. This person is a part-owner of the Sounders 
and has a Super Bowl 48 ring, and this person is the one who convinced Bill Gates to 
dropout of Harvard. For 10 points, name this Microsoft tech pioneer who, on October 
15th of this year, passed away from complications of Non-Hodgkin lymphoma. 
ANSWER: Paul Allen <Brad> 
 

2) Walt Kowalski drinks this specific brand of beer in Gran Torino and this brand 
sponsored weekly boxing matched in the 1950s that often featured Raging Bull Jake 
LaMotta. To survive the prohibition era, this brand of beer sold cheese, a branch of 
their company that they sold to Kraft, which in part became Velveeta, and this 
brand owns the brews Old Milwaukee and Colt 45. For 10 points, fuck Heineken, and 
name this brand that gets its name from a colorful piece of silk that was formerly placed 
around each beer to commemorate a supposed World Fair win. 
ANSWER: Pabst Blue Ribbon <Brad> 

 
3) The first “Abbott and Costello meet” movie after “Abbott and Costello meet 

Frankenstein” is named for this man, and he took his name from “The Drums of 
Jeopardy.” This man’s played his most famous character 4 times, in a movie 
partially titled “1970” played the creator of that character, and was the title 
character in the 1932 film “The Mummy.” For ten points name this actor, best known 
for his roles in How the Grinch Stole Christmas and as Frankenstein’s Monster.  
ANSWER: Boris Karloff Accept William Henry Pratt <Griffin> 
 
 

4) This character responds “As birds do” in response to the question “How will you live?” 
and later explains that it means he will do with what he gets, like how birds live with 
worms and flies. After he learns of his father’s death, he responds “If he were dead, 
you’ld weep for him,” and this character says “he has kill’d me mother” after he is 
called an egg by the man who kills him. For ten points, name this child in a 
Shakespeare play, the son of a man who is “not of women born”  
ANSWER: Macduff’s Son or Egg <Griffin> 
 

5) The first level of this world was the only level with an underwater flagpole and the 
third level in this world has bloopers but no water. The Princess appears twice in this 
world and grabbing the axe after the missing Bowser fight does not destroy the 
bridge at the end of the castle in this world. For ten points, name this world from Super 
Mario Bros, technically world 36, that’s supposedly a collection of random code accessed 
by exploiting a glitch in the world 2 warp room. 
ANSWER: Minus World  <Brad 



 

 
6) One character with this first name says only one line, “Will you take me home?” 

and gives twine, soap, gum and a spelling medal to children. Another character with 
this name causes a crisis in the restaurant Harryhausen’s, and is the subject of the 
song “Put That Thing Back Where It Came From or So Help Me.” For ten 
points,Give this nickname of characters in To Kill a Mockingbird and Monsters Inc.  
ANSWER: Boo (Accept Arthur Before Harryhausen’s) <Griffin> 
 

7) One of these things was first created by Joseph-Nicolas Delisle, and worked in a very 
unusual direction, while another of these things, the Wedgwood, was designed for 
pottery, and items that used that kind of this thing were was made irrelevant after the 
creation of the optical pyrometer. A unique one of these was created using a device 
with linseed oil, only had one real reference point, leading to difficult conversion, 
and though it is unrelated to force, was named the Newton. For ten points, name these 
things, more common examples of them today are the Rankine, Centigrade, or 
Fahrenheit.  
ANSWER: Temperature Scale. <Griffin> 
 

8) Description Acceptable. One of these events was documented in 1988 and caused the 
destruction of 9400 cases of “Fun Fruits” while another of these events was caused by 
a man’s stache of heroin found by Kevin Tostin. These events lead to the creations of 
events like “Trunk or treating” or “Fall Festivals” and in the 1980s 60% of parents 
said they were worried about their children being affected by these events. For ten 
points, name or describe these halloween events, the most famous of which involved Pixy 
Stix and cyanide. 
ANSWER: Candy Poisoning or any equivalents. <Griffin> 
 

9) This was the first “top-30” city in the US with an openly gay mayor, and this city 
has had many public referendums about adding fluoride to its water, and is 
currently the largest city to have non-fluoridated water. This city has the most 
breweries of any city in the US. This is the closest city with over 250,000 people to 
Mount St. Helens, and is the largest city settled along the route of Lewis and Clark. 
Located in Willamette Valley, For ten points name this largest city in Oregon. 
Answer: Portland (Goal is to have someone neg with seattle) <Griffin> 
 

10) Googling “useless greek philosopher no one's heard of” results in hits for this 
philosopher and this philosopher’s namesake “syndrome” is associated with hoarding 
and is also called “senile squalor syndrome.” In School of Athens, the lone man 
resting in the foreground represents this thinker and this thinker supposedly asked 



 

Alexander the Great to stand out of his sunlight in a famous meeting. For 10 points, 
name this man who wandered with a lamp searching for an honest man. 
ANSWER: Diogenes 
<Brad> 
 

11) This artist’s first single samples ICP’s “Beverly Kills” and started a feud with Miilkbone, Everlast, and 
Vanilla Ice; Vanilla Ice released the diss track “Exhale” in response. It’s not Skylar Gray but this 
artist was featured on Dr. Dre’s “I Need A Doctor.” On “My Life” 50 Cent said that he talks was 
going crazy "at three in the morning like" this rapper whose first album, Infinite, only sold 1,000 
copies. In 2018, this artist released the singles “Venom” “Remind Me” and “Killshot” in addition to 
releasing his album Kamikaze. For 10 points, name this rapper with notable singles :Mockingbird,” 
“Stan,” and “Lose Yourself.” 
ANSWER: Eminem <Brad> 
 

12) Blue laws were set up to prevent this practice and cases like McGowan vs Maryland 
and Gallagher vs. Crown Kosher Supermarket affirmed the validity of those laws 
banning this practice. North Dakota banned this practice until 1991, and now only 
bans it before noon, and Bergen County, New Jersey is the last major Metro area to 
ban this action; most laws remaining involving this action apply to car sales and 
alcohol. For ten points points, name this practice that Chick-Fil-A employees do not do 
because of Truett Cathy’s observance of the 4th commandment. 
ANSWER: Working (or selling things) on Sunday. [waive a neg about alcohol on “blue 
laws” because of the changing meaning. They weren’t set up to control alcohol sales but 
that what they do now] <Brad> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Kate 
 
This play begins with a husband gifting his wife with two pounds to spend on Christmas for their family despite 
accusing her of being a spendthrift. In the first act, Christine laments no longer having the dependency of her 
sick mother and young brothers that gave her purpose in life and later Dr. Rank announces his imminent 



 

death by dropping his calling card in the mailbox bearing a black cross. In this play, a woman is often called 
“Little Squirrel”by her husband Torvald. For 10 points name this Ibsen play that ends with Nora’s decision to tell 
her husband to fuck off and abandons him and their children, slamming the door behind her. 
ANSWER: A Doll’s House <LIT>  
 
A short story by this author has witches and vampires living on Mars after having been exiled from Earth.  In 
another short story by this author, a Earthen spaceship lands on a planet where Jesus has visited and in a 
different one a Earthen spaceship lands in a city that kills and replaces the crew with androids to return to 
and destroy the Earth.  In another spooktacular short story children get their nursery to kill their parents by 
having it take on the appearance of an lion filled African veldt. For 10 points, name this author of the Illustrated 
Man and Fahrenheit 451. 
ANSWER:  Ray Bradbury <Halloween Related>  
 
This protective feature is only seen in vertebrates and typically contains 7 fenestrae.  One of this frameworks 
primary purposes is to protect the central nervous system as well as determining the placement of eye sockets 
.  This  is typically displayed on a pirate ship’s flag. For 10 points name this skeletal framework made up of the 
cranium and mandible that makes up Skelly’s beautiful head. 
ANSWER: Skull [Accept cranium until “For 10 points” is read]  <Science> 
 
A sanshi is this type of creature and takes on the appearance of three worms, acting as parasites and forcing their 
host to do evil things.  Another type of these creatures appear as stones or boulders that cry loudly at night as 
its spirit cry out for revenge, known in their native tongue as Yonaki Ishi. These beings are divided into 
categories based on their true form, their source of mutation, and their external appearance.  For 10 points 
name these supernatural monsters that include the Kitsune and the Kappa, the demons of Japanese folklore. 
ANSWER: Yokai [Accept Mononoke]  <Myth> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peter 
 
A Sleep Deez produced song by this rapper sees him spend the whole second verse humble bragging about acts of 
charity like in the line “Where was y'all at when I was in the kitchen/Whippin' up meals for kids on 



 

Thanksgiving?” This rapper collabed with Slim Jxmmi of Rae Sremmurd for his Christmas magnum opus 
“Litmas.” This rapper says “Yes, they all copy me/But, that's some shitty clones” in a petty verse, while a 
feature with Chance Sutton and Anthony Trujillo brags about how “[they] made this [video] in one day.” 
This rapper begins that track, “Ohio Fried Chicken,” with the line “merch link in bio.”  For 10 points, name 
this rapper best known for the meme fest that is “Its Everyday, Bro.”  
ANSWER: Jake Paul [prompt on Paul] <Music>  
 
This war criminal turned Christian pastor found End Time Train Evangelistic Ministries Inc. and was 
interviewed by American documentarian Gerald Barclay in the mid-2000s. While living with the Sarpo Tribe 
as a young lad, this leader believed himself to be having visions of the devil telling him to eat humans to gain 
power. This leader was loyal to a warlord who broke the Abuja Accords named Roosevelt Johnson. This man 
believed that being in the nude would shield both him and his soldiers from bullets, making his nom de guerre 
make sense. For 10 points, name this one time commander in Liberia who is known for his silly name.  
ANSWER: General Butt Naked [Accept Joshua Milton Blahyi] <History>  
 
*Description Acceptable* 
In the last hours of this event, Mujo Ulqinaku wounded 40 soldiers by himself but  was killed while manning 
his machine gun, earning him the People’s Hero award. One person in this event started a Reggae-Electronic 
fusion band with Pete Wentz named the Black Card, although Wentz quickly quit after a few singles. After 
this event, Shefqet Vërlaci was made Prime Minister after a crown was offered to Victor Emmanuel II. One 
artist in this movement spent 28 weeks at the No 1 in Country music for a terrible song titled “Meant to Be” 
with frat bros Florida Georgia Line. For 10 points, name this influx of pop artists from a certain Balkan country 
that includes Bebe Rexha, Rita Ora, and Dua Lipa, and also names an invasion by Italy that deposed Zog I.  
ANSWER: Albanian Invasion [Accept anything that implies Albanian descended artists are breaking into 
mainstream pop music; accept Kosovo in place of Albania. Accept Italian Invasion of Albania; prompt on Italian 
invasion] <Mixed Trash>  
 
This character was born due to one mother trying “to replace the child [she] robbed” her husband of. The 
cryptic line “it will not work” confuses this character after it is muttered by his sister while returning from a 
pharmacy where she hoped to get an abortion for 10 dollars. This character beats the horse of Peabody and 
blames the horse’s owner for the death of his mother. This boy eventually cuts holes into a coffin to allow his 
mother to breath, as he believes her to be alive, cutting holes into her corpse as well. For 10 points, name this 
young member of Bundren clan who claims his mother Addie is a fish.  
ANSWER: Vardaman Bundren <LIT>  
 
 Alexander Achenbach attempted a coup in this nation by holding the heir hostage, but was later captured 
himself and exiled back to Germany. This nation’s heir apparent Michael Bates assumed the throne while 
living in Suffolk after his father, Paddy, died in 2012. The entirety of this nation is an unused Maunsell Sea 
Fort known as “Rough Towers,” and it freely sells titles of nobility like “Lord” and “Lady” to paying 
customers like Dante LoVullo. For 10 points, name this unrecognized “Principality” seven miles off the coast of 
England.  
ANSWER: Principality of Sealand <Geo>  
 
A Nintendo 64/ Playstation One game starring this character ran on the Tony Hawk Pro Skater engine and it 
opened at a demonstration during the Science Expo 2000. In a later game, this character is challenged by 
Quentin Beck to odd arena challenges and later Beck attacks the Statue of Liberty with UFOs. That same 
game sees this character punch cars of criminals and save falling people for Hero Points. This character has 



 

to save his love from the clutches of Doctor Octopus by game’s end. For 10 points, name this alter-ego of Peter 
Parker.  
ANSWER: Spider-Man <Video Games>  
 
Faye in Cowboy Bebop attempts to kill the leader of the “Red Dragons” in this location, only for that leader to 
already be dead a the hands of another assassin. This place is where Emma Bovary encounters her future 
lover Leon, who she later has an affair with while Charles is at piano lessons. The first mission of Assassin’s 
Creed III begins with you climbing the scaffolds and walls to murder Miko and steal his medallion. In Batman 
Begins, Martha and Bruce Wayne die after leaving one of these places after leaving early from Mefistofele. A 
conversation about Darth Plagueis the Wise occurs during Squid Lake in one of these places. For 10 points, 
name this place where one can catch a performance of Carmen and La Traviata.  
ANSWER: Opera House [Accept anything referencing a place where Operas are held] <Film>  
 
The name for these creatures comes from a Brazilian resistance leader of the late 17th century who acted as a 
de  facto royal of a fugitive slave colony in Palmares. Wade Davis’s anthropological work on how to create 
these things is titled The Serpent and the Rainbow. The first use of this word was in a 1930s Bela Lugosi film 
where he plays an evil Voodoo master. The George Romero film Night of the Living Dead never uses this word 
instead using “Ghouls,” creatures from Arabic folklore. For 10 points, name these creatures prominent in fiction 
like The Walking Dead and Evil Dead series.  
ANSWER: Zombies [Accept Zumbi; accept Walkers] <Halloween>  
 
After a disastrous siege, it is said a king of this city had a brick house built around himself, and he later died 
of a starvation. A mercenary leader named Naravas defected from this city only to return during the Battle of 
the Bagradas River, pushing back the forces of Mathos. It is still disputed among archaeologists today if this 
city practiced child sacrifice in reverence to the gods Tanit and Baal. This city was burned for 17 days 
straight after its capture during the Third Punic War. For 10 points, name this “new city,” the namesake of a 
North African empire that rivaled Rome throughout much of the 3rd century BCE.  
ANSWER: Carthage <History>  
 
This man claims to know the owner of the dog on the Raditude cover, later lamenting that the dog is likely 
dead. This man postulated that if “The Vegan Straight-Edge Hip-Hop” genre ever existed, he wouldn’t listen 
to it. Both of those statements were made on his series “Let’s Argue.” Some controversial ratings given by 
this man include a 6/10 on My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy and 2/10 on Camp by Childish Gambino. For 10 
points, name this man who calls himself the Internet's busiest music nerd, the owner of the channel The Needle 
Drop.  
ANSWER: Anthony Fantano [Accept Melon] <Music>  
 
One of these artworks depicts actor Richard Davalos looking down in an adaptation of East of Eden, and that 
work is named after a Manchester prison. Another of these artworks depicts a shirtless boy named Joe from 
the Andy Warhol film Flesh who has to raise money for his girlfriend’s abortion. One of these artworks 
depicts four photos of Marine Cpl. Michael Wynn, with the original message on his helmet of “Make War, 
Not Love” being edited. That work is titled Meat is Murder. For 10 points, name these artworks which adorn the 
front of albums by a band fronted by Morrissey  
ANSWER Album Covers by The Smiths <Art>  
 
A song this film includes the line“To a guy in Kentucky I'm Mister Unlucky/And I'm known throughout 
England and France.” In this film, a doctor is continually poisoned by his “daughter” after she puts 
nightshade in his soup. Lock, Shock, and Barrel are entrusted with the task of kidnapping Sandy Claws in 



 

this film, and much of the plot takes place in Halloween Town. For 10 points, name this Henry Selick directed, 
stop motion Disney film featuring the characters of Jack Skellington and Sally.  
ANSWER: Nightmare Before Christmas <Halloween>  
 
*description acceptable* 
Fifteen-year-old Barry Hood took silent color-film footage of this event. Just before this event began, Tony 
Barrow was asked to make a bootleg recording; his tape cuts out during the last song, "Long Tall Sally," and 
therefore can't answer whether the opening guitar riff from "In My Life" was played at the end of this event. 
Roughly 17,000 tickets went unsold for this event, which was held in cold, foggy, windy conditions but still 
included the usual relentless screams from the audience. For 10 points, name this August 29, 1966 event at San 
Francisco's Candlestick Park, after which John, Paul, George, and Ringo retreated to the studio to record Sgt. 
Pepper. 
ANSWER: the Beatles' last official concert <Other Trash>  
 
This geographical region is home to a town with a suspicious shopfront called “Just a Souvenir Shop” that is 
home to illicit trade. A tower in this region was lit on fire by a lightning bolt, leading to three creatures dying, 
only to be resurrected by a mythical fire bird. This region’s National Park sits north of its largest settlement, 
Goldenrod. This is the only Pokemon region to have all its starters’ types stay monotype throughout their 
evolutions. For 10 points, name this region adjacent to Kanto that was first visited in Pokemon Gold and Silver.  
ANSWER: Johto region <Video Games>  
 
This person believes the shortening of the word “yogurt” is a “yurt.” . This person describe a paramour of his 
as “pretty as Nala from the Lion King and she talks so smart like... Nala from Lion King.”  This monk 
references the fact that a reason to trust him is that“[he] came up with hundreds of plans in his life, and only 
one got [him] killed. When called a failed DJ by Michael, this character insists he was “pre-successful” 
instead. For 10 points, name this dimwitted Jacksonville native in The Good Place.  
ANSWER: Jason Mendoza <TV>  
 
A 2017 outbreak of this disease in Madagascar was due to a 30 year old man with disease on a crowded 
commuter bus on its way to Antananarivo. Other than racism, the Chinese Exclusion Act was largely 
renewed in 1902 to stop this disease traveling from the ports of South China to the Western US. Another 
outbreak of this disease was reported to have killed 10,000 people a day in Byzantine Constantinople. The 
most famous outbreak happened in the Late Middle Ages in Europe and was known as “The Black Death.” 
For 10 points, name this disease transferred by the Oriental Rat Flea to the blood.  
ANSWER: Bubonic Plague [Accept “Black Death” before mentioned] <Halloween-related (200 Million + people 
dying is spooky, right)>  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cody stuff 



 

 
This principle can be seen as a constitution for the hypothetical Kingdom of Ends, and says 
that if a murderer asks you where his target is, you must tell him the truth. This principle's 
Second formulation claims we have a "perfect duty" not to manipulate humanity as a means to 
our ends in Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, and this principle views everyone as an 
author of universal law. Acting only in a manner you could advise everyone to follow is, for 10 
points, what Kantian assertion fed to kids as the Golden Rule? 
ANSWER: Categorical Imperative <Philosophy> 
 
Ms. Fay blames her tears on the quality and quantity of shirts possessed by this character, 
whose friend allegedly fixed the World Series and didn’t attend his funeral. This man took the 
blame for the death of Myrtle Wilson, who was actually killed by this man’s true love. Obsessed 
with a green light at the end of a pier, for 10 points, name this man called “Great” in the title of 
an F. Scott Fitzgerald novel. 
ANSWER: Jay Gatsby (accept either) 
<Literature, American> 
 
After dying, this man was satirically “Pumpkinified” by Seneca instead of deified, and was told 
in the afterlife that he was his predecessor’s slave. This guy allegedly fought a whale, made it 
illegal to leave sick slaves for dead, and used client kings like Cogidubnus in his conquest of 
Britannia. For 10 points, name this Roman emperor between his nephews Caligula and Nero. 
ANSWER: Claudius 
<other halloween thing (Pumpkinification) 
 
Though it had appeared on a map by Italian cartographer Francesco Grimaldi in the 
mid-1600s, this region’s Ocean of Storms was first visited by the explorers Pete Conrad and 
Alan Bean. Mount Bradley lies in this region’s Apennine range, and it contains geographic 
features named for Nicolaus Copernicus and Edwin Aldrin. For 10 points, identify this region of 
the moon which, due to tidal locking, is always visible from Earth. 
ANSWER: the near side of the moon (accept just the moon before mention) 
<science, even though it’s not> 
 
NB: description acceptable 
A Seahawks linebacker unsuccessfully attempted this action in 2000, and a franchise-tagged 
Giant had his only one-sack season the year he did this thing. Ronnie Lott did a minor version 
of this action, but after doing this in 2016, Isaiah Pead never played football again. For 10 
points, identify this career-altering action undertaken by Jason Pierre-Paul and Shaquem 
Griffin. 
ANSWER: Amputation (accept specific amputation, like “losing a finger”, or really any answer 
that shows that they know what they’re talking about) 
<sports> 
 
NB: description acceptable 
In the classic Halloween film Hocus Pocus, Thackery Binx does this action with the help of the 
Sanderson sisters. Fictional characters who do this include Irena Dubrovna and Bayonetta, 



 

and one character’s attempt to undertake this action involves a reverse nipplectomy. 
Ailuranthropy is, for 10 points, what animagical ability possessed by Minerva McGonagall? 
ANSWER: Turning into a cat (prompt on turning into an animal, accept ailuranthropy before 
mention, even though no one’s that pretentious) 
<Halloween content> 
 
Earl Hickey first learned about karma while in one of these locations, and Troy Barnes first met 
Levar Burton in one of these places. Hector Salamanca dies in one of these locations, and an 
employee at one of these establishments calls Frank Gallagher a “frequent flyer” when he 
wakes up there. Princeton-Plainsboro, Grey-Sloan, and Sacred Heart name, for 10 points, 
what locations in which Grey’s Anatomy, Scrubs, and ER are set?  
ANSWER: Hospital (accept similar things, like clinics or ERs or nursing homes. Accept “waiting 
room” if someone buzzes on the Levar Burton clue, even though it doesn’t apply to the first 
clue) 
<television> 
 
This director played Howard Hughes in his most recent film, Rules Don’t Apply. Though they 
would have collaborated on an unmade film about Liberace, this producer has never made a 
movie with his sister, Shirley MacLaine. The only person nominated for writing, directing, 
producing, and acting in the same film is, for 10 points, what star of Heaven Can Wait and 
Reds, who will only be remembered for flubbing Moonlight’s announcement as Best Picture? 
ANSWER: Warren Beatty (accept Warren Beaty, even though that hasn’t been his name in 
over 60 years) 
<film> 
 
Currently under construction is this city’s International Business Center, which contains the 
twisted Evolution Tower, the orange Mercury City Tower, and the City of Capitals, which 
resembles slightly offset stacked boxes. The Alexander Garden lies next to this city’s palace 
complex whose name metonymically refers to its country’s government. Containing five of 
Europe’s ten tallest buildings, for 10 points, what city’s Seven Sisters were constructed by 
Joseph Stalin, who resided in its Kremlin? 
ANSWER: Moscow 
<architecture/geography> 
 
Bakithi Kumalo performed perhaps the most famous solo for this instrument, which is also 
played by John Myung of Dream Theater. In Sl 



 

1 

 

Bakithi Kumalo performed perhaps the most famous solo for this instrument, which is also 
played by John Myung of Dream Theater. In Slipknot’s numbering system, this instrument was 
played by number two, Paul Gray, and RotoSound was plugged by John Entwhistle, who 
played this instrument for The Who. John Paul Jones, Paul McCartney, and Flea play, for 10 
points, what usually-four-stringed instrument pitched an octave below a guitar? 
ANSWER: Bass 
<music> 
 
They’re among us! These evildoers started WWI by having their member Marie of Romania 
declare war on Germany. They use the term “pioneer” rather than missionary to sneak their 
lies into the heads of celebrities like Carole Lombard and Dizzy Gillespie. Dwight Schrute actor 
Rainn Wilson is one of, for 10 points, what Godless heathens who listen to clowns like Shogi 
Effendi and must be exterminated? 
ANSWER: Baha’i 
<other trash> 
 
Regarding the first leader of a certain asian country, a scion of this family said “my father was 
a saint; I am not.” This dynasty, which castrated millions of its own citizens, saw two prominent 
members die in the first half of the 1980s, following a slew of assassination attempts. Having 
led its country for over a third of its history, for 10 points, identify this former ruling family of 
India with members like Rajiv, Jawaharlal, and Indira. 
ANSWER: Nehru/Gandhi family (take either name) 
<History> 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Cass stuff 
 
HISTORY - Spanish Civil War 

2,800 Americans volunteered to fight in this conflict.  They called themselves the “Abraham Lincoln 

Battalion,” and their numbers included the first African-American to lead white troops into battle.  One 

of the leaders of the losing side of this conflict said, “We have to create the impression of mastery, 

eliminating without scruples or hesitation all those who do not think as we do.”  The winning side 

apparently heeded this advice, gunning down up to 4,000 of their opponents in the town of Badajoz.  It's 

not WWII, but Torkild Rieber, CEO of Texaco and Hitler-admirer who reputedly preferred to deal with 

autocrats, illegally sold discounted oil on credit to the very autocratic eventual winner of this conflict. 

FTP, name this conflict, in which the Republicans lost to the Nationalists led by General Franco. 

2.) LIT - Malleus Maleficarum 

This text, first submitted to the University of Cologne in 1487, drew heavily on the writing of both 

Augustine and Aquinas.  Aquinas’ influence is especially apparent in the question and rebuttal format of 

this text’s three sections.  In the third section, which dictates the format of trials for the crime with 

which this text is concerned, it is prescribed that the accused be shaved of all hair, and made to walk 

backward, naked, toward the judges.  If a person suspected of the central crime of this text does not 

confess after a year in prison, this text suggests torture be applied.  FTP, name this famously 

misogynistic text, written by two Catholic Inquisitors, which discussed the nature, works, and trials of 

witches. 

3.) SCIENCE - Black hole 

The first-discovered one of these things was found during balloon flights in the 1960s but wasn’t 

identified for another decade.  In a rare instance of wrongness, Steven Hawking bet that that 

first-discovered of these things was not, in fact, one of these things; he didn’t concede defeat on that 

wager until 1990.  These things cannot be observed directly, and they are instead studied by observing 

the effect they have on their environments.  FTP, name these notorious cosmic phenomena, which 

contrary to popular belief do not “suck” things in. 

4.) RELIGION/PHILO/MYTH - Turkey 

One holy site in this modern-day country is the St. Polycarp Church, named after the first Bishop of 

Smyrna.  This modern-day country is also the site of the Göreme Cave Churches, a complex of ten caves 

decorated with Byzantine artistry which were carved between 900 and 1200 AD.  Those cave churches 

are located in Cappadocia.  It’s not Greece, but the Pammakaristos Church (also called Fethiya Camii) 

located in this modern-day country was used as the headquarters of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate 

for over a hundred years.  FTP, name this modern-day country, where you can visit the Hagia Sophia in 

Istanbul. 

5.) ART/SS/GEO - Norwegian geography 



 

The largest lake in this country is Lake Mjosa, although most of the 150,000 counted lakes are fairly 

small.  The longest river in this country is the Glama.  The Western coast of this country is an expanse of 

over 50,000 islands.  This country is home to ice-age glaciers Folgefonna and Jostedalbreen, among 

others.  For ten points, name this country home to many fjords.  

6.) HALLOWEEN – Mothman 

This entity was first sighted in 1966 in the town of Clendenin by five men who were digging a grave. 

Three days later, this entity was seen by two couples driving around midnight; it pursued them at speeds 

over 100 miles per hour until they reached the Point Pleasant City Limits.  In 1975, John Keel wrote a 

book about this entity’s appearances that was later adapted into a movie starring Richard Gere.  This 

entity is thought to have predicted the collapse of the Silver Bridge across the Ohio River.  FTP name this 

paranormal entity whose name suggests a human/insect hybrid, and who has been most commonly 

sighted in West Virginia. 

7.) HALLOWEEN – The Exorcist 

The real-life person on whom this film was based is referred to as Roland Doe.  His story caught the 

interest of William Peter Blatty, who wrote the book that would be adapted into this film.  Mercedes 

McCambridge, the voice actress hired to provide vocals for the main character’s most frightening 

moments, credited the raspy voice she achieved to chain-smoking, raw eggs, and whiskey.  Although it’s 

never stated in the film, the main antagonist of this film is called Pazuzu.  This was the first horror film 

nominated for a Best Picture Oscar.  FTP name this film about a demonically possessed girl played by 

Linda Blair.  

8.) TV – Scrubs 

This show’s creator had a guest cameo as Van, during which he is told “I drive one of you.”  This show’s 

obligatory musical episode was composed by six people, including Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx, and 

starred Stephanie D’Abruzzo.  Although not specifically stated, the show is intended to be the journal of 

the lead character.  The main characters have a standing rule that overnight guests must bring their own 

toilet paper, and they own a taxidermied pet.  FTP, name this comic medical show created by Bill 

Lawrence, and starring Zach Braff as JD. 

9.) MUSIC – modes 

Björn’s Army of Me uses the seventh of these things.  Madonna’s Express Yourself uses the fifth of 

these.  The introduction to Bowie’s Space Oddity is written in the third of these.  The Simpson’s theme 

song is written in the fourth of these.  The Beatles’ Eleanor Rigby is in the second of these things.  Songs 

written in the first of these things are called “major,” and songs written in the sixth are called “minor.” 

FTP name these things, which include Ionian, Aeolian, Dorian, and Lydian. 

10.) FILM – Nosferatu 

The aesthetics of this film were significantly influenced by the story The Golem by Gustav Meyrink, as 

well as Hugo Steiner-Prag’s illustrations for that story.  This movie’s setting was changed to 17th century 



 

Germany in an effort to avoid a copyright lawsuit.  The last name of this film’s lead actor is the German 

word for “terror.”  That actor, Max Schreck, starred in over forty films, but is best known for this one, in 

which he plays Orlok.  FTP name this silent film which followed the plot of Stoker’s Dracula. 

11.) VIDEO GAMES/SPORTS - D&D 

This game was first conceived at the Lake Geneva Tactical Studies Association.  It was theorized that 

involvement with this game was responsible for teenager James Dallas Egbert III’s disappearance in 

MSU’s steam tunnels.  This game was famously parodied by the Dead Alewives, in which a nerdy player 

yells “I’m attacking the darkness!”  FTP name this best-known table-top role playing game, in which 

players roll twenty-sided dice to fight the title creatures in the title locations. 

12.) OTHER TRASH - doge 

The first participant to be known by this title was Kabosu.  The first instance of this phenomenon on 

Reddit received only 266 upvotes before being archived.  The particular spelling of this phenomenon’s 

name traces back to a June 24 

h
, 2005 episode of Homestar Runner’s puppet show.  This phenomenon employs fragmented interior 

monologues in multicolored comic sans.  FTP name this meme that uses pictures of Shiba Inu dogs, and 

has nothing to do with Venetian leaders.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Mickey’s stuff 

 

This location became prominent after the Battle of the Clouds and this location and this location 

was chosen by Thomas Mifflin. 1,500 horses starved to death in this location which was 

evacuated by Henry Lee and Alexander Hamilton. The British camped out cozily in Philadelphia 

while the Continental Army suffered a harsh winter at, for ten points, what Pennsylvania 

location?  

ANSWER: Valley Forge 

 

David Mamet’s play Oleanna features a character with this occupation who is accused of 

harassment. Characters with this occupation are scandalized by the rumor of their lesbian 

relationship in Lillian Hellman’s The Children’s Hour and the titular woman in The Prime of Miss 

Jean Brody holds this occupation. For ten points, what occupation is held by Kantorek who 

rallies young men into fighting the war in All Quiet on the Western Front, and many of the adult 

characters at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry? 

ANSWER: Teacher; Professor 

 

This author worked as a film critic for Variety and in one of this author’s novels Libby Day 

testifies against her teenage brother who appears to have murdered her mother and sisters in a 

satanic ritual. In addition to Dark Places, another of this author’s novels focuses on the 

dysfunctional Preaker family and features a character who carves words such as ‘Wicked,’ 

‘Vanish,’ and ‘Cherry’ into her skin. For ten points name this author of Sharp Objects who gained 

prominence with a novel about Amy Dunne, Gone Girl. 
ANSWER: Gillian Flynn 

 

A line of men clutch one another as they blindly stumble forward after a chemical attack in this 

artist’s Gassed! and a man firmly clutches a balustrade in one of this artist’s works. In addition to 

painting the official White House portrait of Theodore Roosevelt, this artist painted a strap onto 

one of his subjects after his blasé depiction of Virginie Gautreau caused considerable outrage. 

For ten points, name this American artist of Carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose and Portrait of Madame X. 
ANSWER: John Singer Sargent 

 

 



 

Freddy Krueger uses the tendons and skin of one of his victims to create this type of object in 

the third A Nightmare on Elm Street film and this object comes in Sicilian, Czech, and Burmese 

varieties. A dissonant chord is named for a ballet in which three of these objects are the main 

characters and the members of a boy band are shown as these objects at the beginning of their 

music video for “Bye Bye Bye.” For ten points, what objects are the subject of the Stravinsky 

ballet Petrushka and the aesthetic theme for N Sync’s No Strings Attached? 

ANSWER: Puppets OR Marionettes 

A philosopher born in this country authored one of the earliest books on existentialism, I and 

Thou. In addition to Martin Buber, another philosopher born in this country compiled the Blue 

and Brown Books and another philosopher born in this country authored an article called “The 

Use of Knowledge in Society.” Works such as The Road to Serfdom and The Open Society and Its 

Enemies. For ten points, identify this European country, the home of philosophers Friedrich 

Hayek, Karl Popper, and Ludwig Wittgenstein 

ANSWER: Austria (Prompt on Austria-Hungary?) 

 

The song “Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again” is sung in one of these locations in The 

Phantom of the Opera and this type of location is the setting for the final shootout in the film 

Seven Psychopaths. This type of location is the setting for a poem that describes “A youth to 

Fortune and to Fame unknown” and a character hides in this type of location after becoming 

frightened by a wolf in the story “Dracula’s Guest.” For ten points, this is what type of location 

where Pip first encounters his benefactor and poet Thomas Gray set a noteworthy “Elegy?” 

ANSWER: Graveyard; Churchyard; Cemetery  

 

Jack Donaghy and Liz Lemon’s characters are both dead at the end of a sketch parodying this 

television show on a live episode of 30 Rock and fun-gineers incorrectly attribute the idea for 

lunar travel to a character from this television show in an episode of Futurama. Brooklyn’s Fifth 

Avenue bus depot is named for an actor who starred in this show and that same star considered 

suing The Flintstones for plagiarizing this show. This is, for ten points, what classic television 

show starring Jackie Gleason as bus driver Ralph Kramden who frequently threatens to abuse his 

wife Alice. 

ANSWER:  The Honeymooners 

 

A song titled for these objects begins with the line “I don’t want to be crippled and cracked” and 

appears on Radiohead’s album The Bends  and “the bullet hits” one of these objects in a song by 

Golden Earring. This object names a type of “Machine” in a song by The Pixies and Blake Shelton 



 

and Trace Adkins sing about the “Hillbilly” type of this object. For ten points, the “Thuggish 

Ruggish” type of what object is sung about by a hip-hop group named for these type of “Thugs?”  

ANSWER: Bones 

 

This actor is revealed to be the Angel of Death in the Adam Sandler comedy Click and a character 

played by this actor tells a story about two mice who survive a near-drowning by churning a pool 

of milk into cream. In addition to playing Frank Abagnale Sr and this actor plays the mysterious 

Headless Horseman in Tim Burton’s Sleepy Hollow. For ten points, name this actor known for 

films such as The Deer Hunter and for dancing his way through a hotel lobby in Fatboy Slim’s 

“Weapon of Choice” music video. 

ANSWER: Christopher Walken 

 

 

 

 


